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1. Executive Summary 
We need more people working in agriculture in rural Canada.  The labour shortage for Canadian agriculture is massive 

and continues to grow.  Mushroom farms have a 20 per cent job vacancy rate.  To grow food in rural Canada, we need to 

fill this labour gap. 

 

In the 2019 election, Mushrooms 

Canada asked the Government of 

Canada, Immigration, Refugee 

and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) 

and the Temporary Foreign 

Worker Program (TFWP) to give 

our workers a chance to stay and 

immigrate. In spite of some gains 

for our workers, we have found 

that not enough has been done 

by the Government to help farm 

workers to stay on our farms. 

 

This policy paper will show 

evidence that indicates Canada’s 

economic immigration policies 

are affecting Canada’s agri-food 

labour shortage.   

 

According to the Canadian 

Agricultural Human Resource 

Council (CAHRC), there are 16,500 job vacancies on Canadian farms. The current job vacancies are causing $2.9 billion in 

lost sales to the Canadian economy.  Close to double what it was in 2014.  Nearly 90% of producers with unfilled jobs 

identified excessive stress and hours as a result of not being able to find the workers they required1. The sector’s labour 

gap will nearly double over the next 10 years, reaching 123,000 people by 20292.  For mushrooms, the same labour survey 

released in June 2019, showed a job vacancy rate approaching 20%3.  The COVID-19 pandemic has increased and 

exacerbated these agricultural labour shortages. 

 

In spite of the labour shortage, the Canadian agriculture supply chain is clearly punching above its weight; it is contributing 

$1114 billion per year to our economy, over 6% of Canada’s GDP.  That’s $304 million per day, creating 2.3 million jobs5.  

The mushroom sector contributes close to $1 billion a year to the economy. Growth and export potential for mushrooms 

is phenomenal, increasing by $50 million last year alone6.   

 

On the one hand we have the Government of Canada’s goals for the agri-food sector, which includes significant increases 

for exports $85 billion and domestic sales $140 billion by 2025.7 On the other hand, we have a massive and increasing 

agriculture labour shortage that has been well documented and researched.8 

 

Surveys show that hiring Canadian workers is the first priority of farm employers.9 When Canadians don’t apply, farmers 

turn to the TFWP, a legal labour program of last resort, is made up of more than 60% agriculture.10 In a time of trade wars 

and trade disruptions, securing and growing Canada’s food supply, growing our farms and processing capacity, needs to 

be a top priority. If consumers want to eat food grown and made in Canada, this labour gap needs to be addressed. 

 

What does it take to grow 150,000 tons of Canadian 

mushrooms each year?  

Watch our VIDEO to find out. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCD43PG8caw
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Canadian agriculture is evolving.  So much so that a little-known fact outside of the industry, is that agriculture is actually 

one of the star productivity performers in the Canadian economy.11  While commodities grown seasonally will always 

need the Seasonal Agriculture Worker Program (SAWP), similar to 

other sectors, agriculture also needs clear economic immigration 

options for year-round commodities such as mushrooms, cattle, 

hogs, greenhouse, where a permanent, year-round solution is 

needed.  

 

This report explores Canadian agriculture’s economic immigration 

requirements compared with current immigration policy that 

includes a fundamental disconnect and misalignment of the skills, 

experience, and human capital required on the farm and in rural 

Canada.  It outlines: why a legal labour mobility program is needed 

for agriculture; issues with agri-food labour requirements in rural 

Canada; ongoing work to develop a mushroom fair labour strategy; 

and worker protections in place and what is still needed.  The 

report also explains how to achieve a clear pathway to PR for farm 

and food workers that is consistent with the workforce 

requirements needed in rural Canada.   

 

Agriculture needs more people of all skill levels.  The new Agri-

Food Immigration Pilot announced summer 2019, with 2,750 new 

federal immigration spots,12 is a step in the right direction, but 

more work is needed.  Some of the key issues that must be 

addressed to allow for a clear pathway to permanent residency (PR) in rural Canada include:  removing immigration 

criteria obstacles for farm and food workers. 

 

The report also includes the national immigration demand numbers for the Canadian mushroom sector annually for five 

years.  There are currently over 900 international workers employed on mushroom farms, according to a recent survey, 

there are approximately 300 across Canada who would be able to qualify with new immigration criteria.  The numbers, 

which are modest, will mean that farms that are under-staffed would be able to normalize hours of work; keep up with 

current orders; and allow farmers to grow more food for Canada and the world.  And it will allow the farms to recruit 

people interested in agriculture, helping farms keep trained staff, filling rural Canada with people employed in good jobs 

with competitive wages, actively working and contributing to the community.   

 

The Canadian Mushroom Growers’ Association (CMGA) continues to advocate for a comprehensive agriculture labour 

strategy with an all-of-the-above approach to include career outreach, training for employers and employees, and 

technology investments.  However, we contend that the most important thing to immediately reduce the Canadian 

agriculture labour shortage, stabilizing the workforce, is to prioritize economic immigration and access to agricultural 

Temporary Foreign Workers, already employed here in Canada with full-time, permanent jobs.  Let our agricultural TFWs 

stay and immigrate if they choose to do so. 
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2. What Our Canadian Agriculture Sector Needs 

Mushrooms Canada Recommendations: Recognize the growing of food as a 
priority by creating an agriculture labour strategy to include the following: 
 
 

1. Prioritize agriculture and the agri-food industry by taking it out of the Temporary Foreign Worker Program 
(TFWP) and creating an Agri-Food Workforce Program for Agricultural stream.  The primary mandate needs to 
focus on and work to decrease Canada’s agricultural labour shortage. 
 

2. Create a clear Pathway to PR for agriculture TFWs to immigrate.  Make the Agri-Food Immigration Pilot a 
permanent program for farm and food workers to stay in Canada to include: 

a)  Change regulations so that TFWP agriculture workers, including so-called “lower-skilled TFWs,” are treated  
the same as all other immigration classes, and allow them to reunite with their families within the AFIP. 
b)  Change the regulations to create a Stream B to recognize Canadian farm and food experience so that workers  
with 2 years-experience on a Canadian farm, who have a full-time permanent job, would be allowed to apply for  
permanent residency (without the overly bureaucratic education assessment obstacle). These workers have a  
valuable and needed skill set that needs recognition. 
 

3. Create a Trusted Employer Program to support efficient prioritized paperwork including processing of 
LMIAs and work permits for farm and food workers: 

a)  Create a fair and balanced approach for farm employers and workers for Integrity Audits and eliminate the  
overlap of jurisdictional oversight.  (One to two years for an audit that does not allow farmers to fill job vacancies  
is not acceptable). 
b)  The Department to work with employers to create and provide a reliable communications channel and  
training materials to ensure employers are kept up to date on changes to TFWP rules and wage rates. 
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3. Agri-Food Workforce Program Needed 
There is much misinformation circulating regarding Canada’s Temporary Foreign Worker Program (TFWP) and the 

treatment of international workers who 

work in Canada through this program. The 

TFWP is a legal labour program that helps 

support Canadian farmers who grow food in 

Canada.  When they cannot find a Canadian 

to work on the farm, the program allows the 

farmers to hire international workers to fill 

job vacancies for seasonal and year-round 

jobs. Agricultural employers make up over 

60% of Canada’s TFWP.  We would like to 

address misinformation about this 

important program that helps produce food 

grown in Canada:    

 

Canadian First Program: Canada’s TFWP is a 

Canadian first program, meaning that 

Canadian workers have the first chance to 

be hired for all jobs.  This is built into the 

TFWP as a  fundamental requirement.13  

Employers need to prove they have 

advertised the position for wages that are competitive in their region and sector. 

 

If Canadians do not apply for the job, then the TFWP actually performs a job placement function allowing international 

workers to fill the job vacancy.  For year-round agricultural jobs that are permanent, not temporary or seasonal, farm 

employers report that workers having a job from day one of arrival, working in a job they are interested in supports a very 

successful retention strategy.   

 

Labour Program Needed for Agriculture:  If we want food grown in Canada, we need international workers to help on 

Canadian farms and in primary processing because farmers consistently report that Canadians are not applying for these 

jobs.  A legal labour program is needed to support agriculture’s workforce requirements because Canadian farms have a 

massive labour shortage.  CAHRC research shows an increasing labour shortage and the costs of that labour shortage is 

dramatically increasing.  Although the mushroom sector’s workforce is made up of roughly 70% Canadian workers, 

harvesting jobs are very difficult to fill and Canadians are simply not applying to fill these positions.  Without international 

farm workers to fill the labour gap, we would not have locally grown food in Canada.  Allowing the farms to fill job 

vacancies means the entire agriculture supply chain benefits, creating more jobs in rural communities for things like 

marketing, sales, truck driving, construction, distribution, and retail shops. Research studies show that this supply chain 

effect creates between 2 to 4 jobs in the value chain14.   

 

The mushroom sector’s first ask is a clear pathway to PR. However, a legal labour mobility program such as the TFWP, 

would still be required to place workers for short term temporary work on a significant number of farms with seasonal 

crops. A legal labour program like the TFWP will always be needed, also to assist farmers in finding people quickly to 

address influxes in farm work, to support farm growth, and expansion, when required.  

 

TFWP Strictly Regulated Program:  Most Canadians do not know that Canada’s TFWP is highly regulated, including 

stringent wage rate criteria and various protections in all areas to ensure that TFWs are treated the same as Canadians.  

For the Agricultural Stream of the TFWP, farmers pay between $8,000 to $12,000 per worker annually, in addition to the 

Kadek is a mushroom harvester on a Canadian mushroom farm. She helps pick 
mushrooms that must meet quality standards.  Harvesters undertake on-the-
job training and within a few months generally can achieve piece rate speed 

bonusses.  Healthcare and workers compensation are mandatory for all 
workers both Canadian and TFWs.  Many farms offer benefits. 
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workers’ wages, to comply with the TFWP rules and regulations, making this program a last resort. The rules the farm 

employers follow include paying for flights to and from Canada, transportation to and from work, as well as the housing 

costs for the workers.  The farmers also pay for private health insurance.  Many farms go beyond the rules also paying for 

translator costs as well as additional support to make the farm workers feel welcome and to support them for success at 

the farm and in the community.  For example, mushroom farms provide safety training and also orientation training where 

the Government of Canada brochure explains workers’ rights is distributed and posted on the farms. The TFWP also has 

a strict inspection regime where $32 million has been invested to conduct 2,800 inspections a year, including surprise 

inspections. 

 

We are asking for a made in Canada permanent solution, not a temporary program.  This is why the Canadian Mushroom 

Growers’ Association calls on the Government of Canada to create an Agri-Food Workforce Program. 
 

4. Agri-Food Labour Requirements in Rural Regions  
At the turn of the 20th Century, Canada’s agriculture and immigration policies were intertwined. That is how Canada was 

settled. This is not the case today.  It is very 

challenging for people with agricultural 

backgrounds and skills, even those employed on 

farms through the TFWP, to find options to 

immigrate in Canada.   

 

For the last decade or more, mushroom growers 

and other farmers, have fought for immigration 

access for workers employed in year-round 

agricultural jobs.  The mushroom sector supports 

immigration for farm workers of all skill levels and is 

seeking to move forward a strong and vibrant agriculture workforce that will rejuvenate rural Canadian communities.  Like 

any other sector, such as computer technology, when mushroom farms cannot find Canadian workers they recruit from 

a wide variety of countries around the world, where they look for workers interested in farm work.  The top recruitment 

countries for mushrooms include:  Mexico, Jamaica, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, India, and the Ukraine. 

 

Traditionally, Canada’s economic immigration policy includes three pillars as outlined in a 2014 report written by Statistics 

Canada and immigration officials, New Directions in Immigration Policy: Canada's Evolving Approach to the Selection of 

Economic Immigrants. Economic outcomes of entering 

immigrants is one important pillar.  The same report, however, 

also lists labour market shortages and a desire to shift 

immigration away from the largest cities to other regions of the 

country that are seeking more economic immigrants.  All three 

are important priorities for Canada’s immigration policy15.   

 

However, in recent years, Canada’s immigration criteria merit-

based point system seems to have become increasingly focused 

on skills and knowledge needed primarily in urban centres, for 

occupations deemed “higher-skilled”.  This immigration policy is 

affecting rural Canada’s workforce supply, because the criteria 

being used in Canada’s merit-based immigration system is set up to not include the skills and knowledge that are actually 

needed the most in rural Canada for farm and food jobs.   
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The majority of the occupations in rural Canada are classified as “lower-skilled.  However, it is these jobs classified as 

“lower-skilled” that are the most “in-demand” on the farm and for primary processing in the rural areas.  For example, 

the general farm worker and the harvester occupation are classified as “lower-skilled” and are therefore not allowed to 

stay in Canada because they do not earn enough federal merit points to immigrate through the main express entry 

immigration system.  Many of the provinces are also moving in this same direction, adjusting criteria of their provincial 

immigration nominee programs to mirror the federal immigration program.   

 

Likewise, this preference and priority is seen in recent federal global talent streams that have been developed which help 

urban based business find workers quickly for “higher-skilled” occupations through the TFWP.  This new stream gets 

priority benchmark timelines that total 10 days.  Although agriculture makes up more than 60% of the TFWP,16 once it is 

verified Canadians have not applied for the job advertisement, there are no benchmarks to place international workers 

efficiently within the Agricultural Stream of the TFWP, with the timelines varying greatly depending on the commodity, 

and end to end burdensome paperwork taking over six months or longer.  This is too long for our food system.  Uncertainty 

of administrative timelines creates major problems for a unique sector that handles live plants and animals. 

 

Not allowing the most in-demand workers to stay and immigrate for these year-round agricultural occupations is also 

affecting the Canadian agriculture’s labour shortage.  Some of the key issues that need to be addressed to allow for a 

clear pathway to permanent residency (PR) in rural Canada include:  removing immigration criteria obstacles for farm 

and food; recognition and understanding of the employers’ role in supporting settlement for Canada’s rural areas. 

 

These immigration issues are all connected to rural Canada hollowing out and significantly contributing to Canada’s 

agriculture labour shortage.  The mushroom and the agriculture sector as a whole should be prioritized, for the following 

reasons:  

 

• Farm Labour Shortage:  While the Canadian agriculture sector employs over 2 million people, there is also a massive 

labour shortage for in-demand occupations.  Likewise, mushroom farms employ about 4,330 employees across 

Canada; however, recent research shows the mushroom sector has over a 19% job vacancy rate when other sectors 

are between 2% to 4% vacancies. This has climbed from a 9.7% vacancy rate. Canadian farms should not be penalized 

based on a hierarchy of skills that do not apply to the sector. Canada’s food supply for all skill levels should be rated 

just as important as other sectors that are classified as “higher-skilled.” Arguably, the labour shortage for agriculture 

should be rated as more of a priority based on food security and trade war disruptions affecting Canadian consumers 

food supply.   

 

• Labour Costs: Labour costs are between 35% to 51% of total mushroom farm expenses; making labour the single 

largest cost for Canadian mushroom farm operations17.  Mushroom growers are investing in and adopting innovative 

technologies and they would like to expand their farm operations but many growers are reporting a high number of 

vacancies, restricting their ability to retain current markets and to expand their mushroom farm operations.18 These 

unfilled vacancies cost the mushroom sector nearly $50 million in lost sales or production.19 This is affecting 

mushroom growers’ ability to produce, grow their farms, driving up costs, and limit the availability of local, fresh food.  

If they had enough people then would be able to grow more food for Canada and for exports to other countries. 

 

• Immigration Criteria Misaligned with Rural Canada Requirements:  A key part of reducing the labour shortage for 

the sector would be to change the immigration criteria which prevents farm and food workers from immigrating, 

thereby allowing job vacancies to be filled permanently.  This will only happen when agriculture occupations of all 

skill levels are prioritized, and the knowledge and skills required on the farm are valued as much as knowledge and 

skills required for jobs in the urban centres. 
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5. Agriculture Labour Strategy Needed 
Mushroom farms support the development of a Canadian Agriculture Labour Strategy with an all of the above approach 

that would incentivize Canadian workers to work in 

agriculture, provide training to employers and workers, 

and also prioritization of agriculture workers within a 

proposed Agri-Food Workforce Program and within 

Canada’s immigration policies. 

 

Mushroom farms support their workers’ aspirations to 

become Canadian citizens and provide settlement support 

in rural areas for their employee’s pathway to PR.   

 

Ryan Koeslag, Mushrooms Canada Executive VP says, “We 

need more people working in agriculture in rural Canada. 

The labour shortage for Canadian agriculture is massive 

and continues to grow.  Mushroom farms have a 20 per 

cent job vacancy rate.  To grow food in rural Canada, we 

need to fill this labour gap.” 

 

Competitive Wages: International farm workers and 

mushroom harvesters are not paid low wages.  The TFWP 

rules ensure that farm workers are paid the same starting wage as Canadian workers. Surveys have demonstrated that 

wages are very competitive and show progression.  According to a wage survey, mushroom farm wages start at minimum, 

where workers receive months of training.  Experienced workers can make up to $29 per hr.  Supervisors earn between 

$35,000 to over $80,000 per year20.   

 

Recruitment: Mushroom farms hire Canadians first – the mushroom workforce consists of 70% Canadian workers.  

Mushroom farms take part in vigorous and ongoing recruitment for Canadian workers with many farms participating in 

ongoing advertising and job fairs. 

 

Support for Workers:  Farmers must follow the TFWP strict rules, however many farms go beyond these rules to support 

their international workers including orientation training that includes distribution and posting of the TFWP’s worker 

protection brochure entitled Temporary Foreign Workers: Your Rights are Protected: Welcome to Canada21.  

Two farms participating in the CMGA 2019 video interviews explained the kind of support their farms offer: 

 

▪ Susan McBride Friesen, Director of Human Resources for Highline Mushrooms: “We always consider the human 

element.  We find ways to bridge gaps and to learn about one another. Promoting dignity in the workplace. Even little 

things like doing annual picnics.  We provide employment opportunities to new Canadians. We embrace the cultures.  

We’ve also got programs in place where we provide English as a second language.  We have a leadership development 

program. We have a grower development program. So, we can teach people about farming.  And help them to 

become our growers of the future.”  
 

  

Mushroom farms offer competitive wages & job progression, 
supporting farm workers for success.  International farm 
workers are paid the same as Canadians. The farms offer 

settlement support in rural Canada for their workers to help 
them integrate into the community. 
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6. Worker Protections in Place and What Is Still Needed 
As a legal labour mobility program, Canada’s TFWP surpasses many international standards with strong regulations that 

include federally regulated wage rates, 

housing costs paid for by agricultural 

employers, and the Government 

currently conducts 2,800 integrity 

inspections per year. 
 

There are some problems with the 

current program, but these concerns can 

be addressed.  Verified abuse should 

result in swift removal from the TFWP.   

 

Regarding more changes to regulations 

that are moving forward within the 

Canada Gazette process, we think more 

study is needed and operational and 

process issues should be addressed first. 

 

An issue we would like to see addressed within the current TFWP include making the Agri-Food Immigration Pilot (AFIP) 

a permanent program and fixing criteria so more workers can access the program.  Allowing more agricultural TFWs to be 

able to access immigration is a worker protection we strongly support, which we explain in more detail in the next section.  

We would also like to see the following issues addressed, creating a fair and balanced program for all parties.   

 

The elimination of overlap of jurisdictional oversight we feel is a key part to actioning the program issues identified below.  

An example of what is happening on the ground to farmers, is that the Integrity Services Branch (ISB) is not accepting 

Public Health inspections and the provincial Ministry of Labour farm inspections during COVID-19 outbreak.  Instead, they 

are creating multiple layers of inspections, asking many times for the same information as the province.  An efficient 

system is essential to speed up inspections, especially when nothing is found wrong, also to resolve concerns, and to allow 

employers to continue to recruit through the program.  This is not being done currently; what is happening is the federal 

ISB audits for the TFWP are basically re-doing provincial inspections when the farms have already been cleared by the 

province and putting flags on the farm that hold their ability to complete LMIAs for job vacancies.  The inspections can 

take one to two years to complete holding up farm recruitment and farm HR operations that support the workers and 

creating real impacts for TFWs such as their ability to renew work permits needed for the workers to continue to work in 

Canada and interferes also with the workers’ health card renewals, which the farms help them with. 

 

Issues we see on a regular basis and what is missing include: 

 

• There are robust worker protection legislation, rules, regulations, and inspections at the provincial level with 

processes and procedures (inspectors, tribunals) to ensure workers are protected at work.  Worker rights are a 

provincial jurisdiction.  The amendments currently proposed, create more overlapping legislation and processes 

between the federal and provincial expert authorities.  This creates confusion for employers and employees.  It 

also creates unnecessary costs, both monetary and in time, that many businesses cannot contend with during 

the COVID-19 recovery.   The current provincial regimes (Employment Standards, Occupational Health and Safety, 

Workers Compensation) all have the resources, training and administrative processes to ensure workers are 

protected, while ensuring a fair and equitable process for all parties.    

 

Iryana is a mushroom harvester.  She is from the Ukraine where her mother owns 
a farm.  Iryana has three children and she is working as an agricultural TFW to 

build a better life for her family. 
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• We are concerned that the current Integrity Services Branch regime is working inefficiently and not providing a 

fair and balanced process or procedural fairness.  The current investigations are not being conducted in a timely 

way that is necessary for the handling of live plants and animals and running a viable farm operation with some 

inspections continuing for one or two years.  We find this unacceptable.  This holds up farm operations causing 

undue hardship for the farmers and farm workers and prevents farmers from filing job vacancies.   

 

• A Trusted Employer Program was recommended in 2016 by the Standing Committee on Human Resources, 
Skills and Social Development and the Status of Persons with Disabilities (HUMA) Committee as 

recommendation number 3.  A Trusted Employer Program that could address many of the issues, yet it has 
never been actione,d this is why we continue to advocate this is a key missing piece of worker protections. 

 

7. Different Criteria Required to Create a Clear Pathway to PR 
When Canadians do not apply for farm jobs, we need to allow TFWP Agricultural workers to stay through an immigration 

program, such as the Agri-Food 

Immigration Pilot.  We would like to see this 

become a permanent program. 

 

However, the pilot needs to be different 

than the other immigration programs or it 

is more of the same for the workers without 

access to immigration.   

 

The workers report to us that there is a 

fundamental misalignment and mis-

understanding of their skills, experience, 

and they are called “lower-skilled”.  We 

strongly disagree with how they are being 

treated by the Federal Government within 

these programs.  

 

Developing a clear pathway to permanent 

residency (PR) for farm workers is a very 

important part of workers’ rights that the 

mushroom sector would like to see 

addressed for our international farm workers.  However, the immigration express entry point system in Canada focusses 

on higher education such as university education as the most important immigration criteria, creating obstacles for the 

skills and experience that are needed in rural Canada on the farms. 

 

To clear the immigration obstacles for farm workers, the merit-based criteria needs to be adjusted with programs 

specifically created for farm and food workers.  Creation of the federal Agri-Food Immigration Pilot (AFIP) with 2,750 new 

federal immigration spots across Canada, was a good first step.  Getting the criteria right for this new pilot continues to 

be essential and seemingly an elusive end for our workers who are still struggling to access the AFIP. 

 

Over one year into the launch of the Agri-Food Immigration Pilot, two of the biggest issues we continue to see causing 

obstacles for workers is that 1) Agricultural Stream TFWs within the NOC C and NOC D classification are not allowed family 

reunification within the AFIP.  Family reunification was promised; however, this is still not available to our workers, which 

the Government terminology calls “lower-skilled.”   

 

We have been following Erick’s struggle to find a clear immigration pathway to 
PR since 2016. Will he be able to keep working on the farm where he is 

interested in his job and has found career success?  Will he be allowed to build a 
new life in Canada with his family? 
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2) Also, the education assessment has been very difficult.  A grade 12 education is not a requirement for the jobs, but skill 

and knowledge of farming are very much needed and exceeding hard to find.  This is a skill set that needs recognition. For 

most of our workers to secure their high school certificates from their village schools when they work in Canada can be 

impossible.  Especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, yet, Immigration Refugee and Citizenship Canada refused to amend 

this overly bureaucratic education assessment process to help our workers during the pandemic.   

 

A better fit for our workers would be to add a Stream B option within the AFIP, that would recognize their Canadian 

experience of 2 years or greater.  Many of our TFWP Agricultural Stream farm workers have been employed on farms for 

more than 2 years and are functioning at or close to a supervisory level, but they may not have, or may not be able to 

locate a Grade 12 certificate at their village high school.  These are our best workers, who have settled in the rural 

communities, who are interested in agriculture, who have completed their language test successfully, and who have 

agricultural knowledge, skills and Canadian experience including Canadian agriculture technology and techniques.  All of 

this is not recognized by the current pilot which means more of the same obstacles for our workers and limited to no 

access for immigration. 

 

Removing these immigration obstacles would allow the farms to recruit people interested in agriculture to stay so these 

farm workers who are employed in good jobs with competitive wages can build new lives in our Canadian communities. 

 

Mushrooms Immigration Demand 2019:  A survey with mushroom employers was conducted in 2019 and the following 

data was collected for the mushroom sector.  There are currently 922 Agricultural Stream Temporary Foreign Workers on 

mushroom farms across Canada.  The survey also found that with the Agri-Food Immigration Pilot criteria being 

developed, there are approximately 318 international farm workers of all skill levels who could qualify for the new pilot 

in the first year.   

▪ The skill level break-down:  

o NOC 8611 Harvesting labourers (D) 255; NOC 8431 - General farm workers (C) 55; NOC 8252 - Farm 

supervisors (B) 13. 

▪ Immigration demand for the next five years for mushroom farms:  

o 2019/625; 2020/717; 2021/746; 2022/771; 2023/797. 

 

Farm Employers Support Farm Workers Chance to Immigrate:  Surveys and research reports already conducted provide 

evidence that international farm workers stay at a farm job on average 11 years22.  A big reason for this successful 

retention strategy is Canadian mushroom farm employers provide settlement support in the communities. 

 

• Nick Pora, General Manager: “When I look at these workers and hear their stories, it really makes me 100% confident 

that these people would contribute to Canada in such a great way.  They love Canada.  They love being here. They’re 

productive and contributing already.  It reminds me of my parents who were both born in Europe and had the 

opportunity to come to Canada and contribute to this wonderful country. And so, I think this is a great opportunity 

for Canada, to get better to be frank with you.” 

 

• Mike Medeiros, Owner: “The country was built on immigration and we need to continue to build that way.  People 

have jobs already, it’s a bonus.  It’s not a burden on our society at all.  They’re willing to re-locate to rural communities 

to work at the business they’re in.”   
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8. Conclusion 
Work in rural Canada has value.  Hard work on the farm has value.  We need more people in rural Canada.  We continue 

to ask where is the risk in letting farm workers 

employed in full-time, permanent occupations stay in 

Canada? 

 

The real risk is in actually not allowing the most in-

demand workers to stay and immigrate for these year-

round agricultural occupations, increasing Canada’s 

agriculture’s labour shortage. 

 

Farm employers’ experience shows that for year-round 

jobs like mushroom farms provid, these Agricultural 

Stream workers have a job from day one.  This is 

conducive to farm and food workers staying in the rural 

communities as they develop relationships on the farm 

and in the community.  Through surveys and reports we 

can show that on average, workers stay 11 years on the 

farm.   

 

This provides evidence of what works for a successful immigration retention strategy that will give our farm workers a 

chance in rural Canada. A clear pathway to PR that will allow international farm workers to fill job vacancies, and 

agricultural businesses in rural Canada to build up the human capital on the farms and primary processing. 

 

“Give us a chance” is what the international farm workers who  are already here in Canada, and who are employed in 

rural communities across Canada are asking. And farm and food employers are in agreement asking for the same thing.   

 

Much research has been conducted.  It is time to move forward with action.  The farms want to support the 
workers to build their dreams in Canada.  There is no risk in letting these farm workers stay and immigrate.  It 
is time to move forward with an agriculture labour strategy that will give farm and food workers a chance so 
our local food made in Canada has a chance. 
 

 

To Learn More 

www.mushrooms.ca/jobs    

Facebook   |  Twitter     

You Tube 
 

Lorenza is proud to work on a mushroom farm in Canada where she 
started as a mushroom harvester, learned about growing and 

picking mushrooms, and has now moved up to become a supervisor 
on the farm. 

 

http://www.mushrooms.ca/jobs/
https://www.facebook.com/MushroomsGrowers
https://twitter.com/MushroomGrowers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCD43PG8caw
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Appendix: Mushroom Fact Sheet 
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